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Most healthcare organizations
compete on the basis of quality and
customer satisfaction.
 Paramount to competitive success.
 Rely increasingly on quality and
customer satisfaction as the
preeminent means of gaining market
share and sustaining competitive
advantage
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No visibility of end-to-end performance
business processes
Low product traceability throughout supply
chain
Information flows interrupted at each point in
the supply chain
Duplication of core activities
Extensive rework to correct and recover from
data inaccuracy
High variability in customer/client
preferences
Regulatory compliance
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“After you’ve done a thing the same way for two years,
look it over carefully. After five years, look at it with
suspicion. And after ten years, throw it away and start
all over.”

Alfred Edward Perlman, New York Times, 3 July 1958
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Where Did We Go Wrong?
During World War 2 we had a problem - bombs were
going off in the factories
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To solve the problem the UK’s Ministry of Defense
conducted inspections in factories that supplied
munitions.



If you wanted to be a supplier, you had to write down the
procedures for making your product, you had to ensure
that your workers worked to these procedures by
inspecting their work and finally you had to have this
whole process inspected by a Government inspector.



This is the seed that the forest of control and inspection
has grown in the name of quality.
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ISO organization was founded in 1946



ISO standards was born in Geneva Switzerland in 1987



“ISO” is a Greek word meaning "Equal". It is not an
acronym



The total pages of the QMS 9001 standards = 14



Approximately 178 countries participate world wide.
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Basic common sense approach to managing/controlling
our quality



The requirements are practical and makes common
sense



ISO is just one part of quality, so it is not the “Silver
Bullet” in quality management
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ISO Scope= Three (3) “C”
1. Consistent Service
2. Customer (Patient) Satisfaction
3. Continual Improvement



ISO Short Version
1. Document what you do
2. Do what you document
3. Prove it
4. Improve it
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 ISO 9001 designed to ensure healthcare processes are
delivered in the same manner each and every time.
Reduce variation in delivery and outcomes in healthcare
 Establish monitoring system designed to provide
essential feedback.
 ISO 9001 has as its’ foundation the Plan, Do, Check, Act
(PDCA) cycle of continuous improvement.







The ISO Purchasing Standards
Purchasing Control Input
Purchasing Process (7.4.1)
Purchasing Information (7.4.2)
Verification of Purchased Product (7.4.3)
Records of nature/service/product nonconformities
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Organizational/Structure
Responsibilities identified
Methods to accomplish results
Data Management
Processes - including contract/purchased
services
Resources - including natural resources
and human capital
Customer Satisfaction
Continuous Improvement
Service/Product Quality
Maintenance
Sustainability - including efficient resource use
and responsible environmental operations
Transparency and independent audit

Conformance - Consistently provides products and services that meet patient and
regulatory requirements
Opportunities for Improvement – A situation which could lead to a deviation from a
standard practice or perceived weakness of the system.
Nonconformance– Deviation from the standard practice that requires a correction or
corrective action.
Nonconformance 1 - Never want to happen again or happening to often
Nonconformance 2 - A lapse of control during the implementation of system/procedural
requirements, which does not indicate a system breakdown or raise doubt that services
will meet requirements. Overall system requirements are defined, implemented and
effective.
Correction - fixed an isolated incident or an issue not likely to result in non-control of the
QMS
Corrective Action (Determine the Root Cause) - corrective action plan, plan of
correction, Level 1 &2 action plan
12/4/2015
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Quality Policy = Mission, Vision
Quality Objectives = Organization’s Quality Goals & Objectives

Corrective Action = CQI/PI Process – RCAs
Preventive Action = Weakness in the management system not yet
causing nonconformance i.e. FMEA Process
Internal Audit = Review of departmental & organization processes and
outcomes; individual performing cannot come from area being audited
Document Control = Documents that drives organizational actions
Management Representative = Accreditation/Regulatory Coord
Management Review = Enlarged Quality Committee Function

12/4/2015
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 The purchased service/product is purchased from a
qualified vendor
 The service/product purchased is adequately sourced

 The received service/product conforms to requirements,
is correct and free from damage
 Vendors are continuously monitored for their
performance
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1.

The organization shall ensure that purchased product
conforms to specified purchase requirements. The type
and extent of control applied to the supplier and the
purchased product shall be dependent upon the effect of
the purchased product on subsequent product realization
or the final product. (Risk Assessment)

2.

The organization shall evaluate and select suppliers
based on their ability to supply product in accordance
with the organization’s requirements. Criteria for
selection, evaluation, and re-evaluation shall be
established.
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Records of the results of evaluations and any necessary actions arising from the
evaluation shall be maintained (see 4.2.4).
Management shall ensure the effective and efficient performance of the
organization. Examples for the purchasing processes should consider the following
activities:
 Timely, effective and accurate identification of needs and purchased product
specifications;
 Evaluation of the cost of purchased product, taking account of product
performance, price and delivery;
 The organization’s need and criteria for verifying purchased products;
 Unique supplier processes;
 Consideration of contract administration, for both supplier and partner
arrangements;
 Warranty replacement for nonconforming purchased products;
 Logistic requirements;
 Product identification and traceability;
 Preservation of product;
 Documentation, including records
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1.

Purchasing Information shall describe the product to be
purchased, including, where appropriate
 Requirements for approval of product, procedures,
processes and equipment,
 Requirements for qualification of personnel, and
 Quality management system requirements.

2.

The organization shall ensure the adequacy of specified
purchase requirements prior to their communication with
the supplier.
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1.

The organization shall establish and implement the
inspection or other activities necessary for ensuring that
purchased product meets specified purchase
requirements.

2.

Where the organization or its customer intends to
perform verification at the supplier’s premises, the
organization shall state the intended verification
arrangements and method of product release in the
purchasing information



NOTE: For ISO wherever the term “product” occurs it
can also mean “service”
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7.4 Purchasing: assure conformance of purchased service and the type
and extent of control. Evaluate and select contractors and re-evaluate their
services including; records; purchasing information; approval of
product/services; procedures; processes; equipment; qualification of
personnel, QMS requirements; and verification of purchased product.



Value: Contractors are an integral part of our business. There is an old
saying that applies here: “Quality is like buying oats. If you want clean, dry,
nutritious oats, you have to pay for them. Or course, if you are not too
particular and you are willing to settle for oats that have been through the
horse once, well, those are cheaper.



7.5 Production and service provision: plan and carry out service
provision under controlled conditions; information; work instructions;
equipment; delivery, post-delivery; special processes; identification and
traceability; customer property; and preservation of services.



Value: It is always lower cost to do things right the first time. This in a
nutshell, is VALUE ADDED.
12/4/2015
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8.3 Control of nonconforming services/product: nonconforming
services/products are identified and controlled; defined controls and related
responsibilities and authorities; have a documented procedure; actions to
eliminate detected nonconformities; authorized concession; actions to
preclude use (if nonconformities are not corrected); keep records.



Value: Non-conforming services/products are a reality. The lowest cost, highest
value is realized when things go right the first time, every time. But, when
things do go wrong (and they will, even in the best-run organizations), value will
be realized by understanding why the problem occurred and implementing
corrective actions to prevent recurrence.
A much bigger value is realized when the organization applies the “lessonslearned” to other services or processes. The fact is that in many cases, once a
problem is “fixed,” folks simply want to get back to doing the things the way they
have always been done. The sad fact is that many organizations see more
value in “getting back to work” than taking the time to look beyond the
immediate problem. If your organization is like this, it is not receiving any value
from problems. All that is realized is increased cost. On the other hand, if you
take the extra step, the money saved in prevention will far outweigh the “extra”
cost.
12/4/2015
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8.5 Improvement: continually improve
effectiveness; by use of policy, objectives, audits,
data analysis, corrective and preventive actions,
management review; corrective actions; preventive
actions...



Value: “Good, better, best, never let it rest, until your
good is better and your better is best. "improving”
anything less than good is actually corrective
action. If an organization wants to succeed, it has to
continuously improve. There is real value in
dedicating resources to the improvement process.
12/4/2015
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Create Policy/Procedure/Job Aides for vendor
evaluation/reevaluation
Manage system wide contracts with the caredelivery units
(have identified VP, contract owner, purchasing agent)
Use of Reptrax to communicate policy updates and
compliance Reptrax is software used to monitor vendors on
site and accessing our hospitals/MD offices.
Performance Reviews incorporated into vendor relationships
Contract owners and Materials now discuss vendor issues –
track resolution – document outcomes.
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Examples of inputs to the supplier control process
include:








Evaluation of relevant experience
Performance of suppliers against competitors
Review of purchased product quality, price, delivery
performance and response to problems
Audits of supplier management systems and
evaluation of their potential capability to provide the
required products effectively and efficiently and within
schedule
Checking supplier references and available data on
customer satisfaction
26

Examples of inputs to the supplier control process include:











Financial assessment to assure the viability of the supplier
throughout the intended period of supply and cooperation
Supplier response to inquiries, quotations and tendering
Supplier service, installation and support capability and history of
performance to requirements
Supplier awareness of and compliance with relevant
accreditation, statutory and regulatory requirements
The supplier’s logistic capability including locations and
resources
The supplier’s standing and role in the community, as well as
perception in society
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Identify Change Agents (include all levels of staff/managers)
Implement standing monthly committee meeting to discuss regulations
and steps to implement into daily business practice
Quality in MM set as a regular agenda item on hospital Directors
monthly meetings
New communication model implemented
New policy and procedure for vendor selection-evaluation and
revaluation developed
OIG vendor check implemented to verify enlisting vendors in good
standing
Implemented performance measurements and review process
Implement Materials Management Customer Support on line reporting
tool
Implement Managers meetings with minutes and tracking of
actions/dissemination of information
Created a repository of documents related to Quality for Management
access and reference
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Operations/Equipment
•
Defective Materials
•
Production Records
•
Equipment Maintenance Records
•
Calibration
•
Records of Incoming - In Process -First In-Final-Inspection
Purchased Services
•
Contract Review Records
•
Supplier Surveys
•
Supplier Rating Reviews
•
Approved Suppliers
Audits
•
Corrective Actions (Internal & External) Internal Audits Regulatory
•
Compliance Records
•
2nd & 3rd Party Audits Management Review Minutes
Documents
•
Quality Plans
•
Forms for Control of Operations
•
Drawings
•
Specifications
•
Document Change Orders
•
Records of Training
•
Electronic Records (Emails, Network back-ups, etc)
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Picking errors as % of all lines picked
Return rates due to picking error or damaged good
(ISO – drive out variability)
Closure of recalls within 30 days of notice
Number of “system” contracts with Performance
Indicators
% of expired contracts (goal less than 5%)
# of invoices over 30 days (goal less than 10%
Employee satisfaction
Customer Service Survey (identifying if business
units were informed of product
changes/alerts/shortages etc)
All areas of Supply Chain now measure indicators to
determine success as well as areas of improvement
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Prevent variation in the process and
nonconformance due to practice variation and/or staff
turnover



Procedures are a plan for how we want things done
and we follow the plan every time and all the time



Control of the process & non-conformance is
accomplished by having documented procedures
and instructions to ensure that the product/service is
provided the same way and the correct way every
time

•Right Products are those which best meet patient and staff needs &
service demands.

•Right qualities are those products that perform to specifications and meet
regulatory requirements for safe usage.
•Right time by meeting the delivery needs of to ensure an adequate
supply of products is always readily available.
•Right price is competitively supported by benchmarking tools and clinical
input.
•Right level of service as determined by performance indicators, if
applicable, responsiveness of vendor representatives to the needs of your
organization, including timely and respectful response to any questions or
requests, as well as compliance with our vendor credentialing program
32

The Supply Chain supports the mission by
providing


Right products



Right quality



Right time



Right price



Right level of service
33

•

•

•

•

Standardization:
– Chair Commodity Groups (VACs)
– Responsible for product and equipment evaluations,
– Research and analysis of product needs
– Coordinate product standardization projects
– Attend and support physician Task Force Teams, coordinate
communication and data collection.
Partner with Nurse Executive and Medical Staff leaders:
– Ensure implementations are executed with collaboration of system
education when applicable.
Integration:
– Support integration of new hospitals,
– Review purchase history to compare products
– Coordinate vendor presentations.
Assist with the Clinical Scope of Service for Contracts:
– Identify clinical processes that determine and/or effect contract language
and pricing.
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Other suggestions for quality system in the Supply
Chain


Audits at corporate level



Quality Management Review – leadership driven



Communicate measurements to employees of
Supply Chain as well as to your customers



Have means to communicate product updates/issues
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Steps we discussed:
 Supplier’s top management commitment to quality,
 Customer focus,
 Adequacy of its resources,
 Employee competence,
 Process management (for production, service delivery and
relevant administrative and support processes),
 Quality planning,
 Product design,
 Review of incoming orders,
 Purchasing,
 Monitoring and measurement of its processes and products,
 Calibration of measuring equipment,
 Processes to resolve customer complaints,
 Corrective/preventive actions
 A requirement to drive continual improvement of the QMS.
 Monitor customer perceptions about the quality of the goods
and services it provides.
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http://www.iso.org/iso/pub100304.pdf
ISO 9001- What does it mean to the Supply
Chain?
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